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Monitoring Report - joint return operation

Morito: OD

 

 

 

Details of the return operation .

Date - [12.22.2017

Destination(s) Frankfurt (Germany) — Skopje (FYROM) — Beograd (Serbia)

Organised by Germany

 

 

Transportation | Shartered Hehe:
I-

   

Escort leader

 

Number of 75 returnees
returnees

 

21 returnees to FRYOM and 54 to Serbia

 

Summary:

Dealings of the police officers from Germany with the returnees were correct at any time of the
process and - as much as possible — forthcoming. The procedure was very calm and professional
without any inappropriate remarks of the escorts towards the returnees.

In addition, there was no resistance on the part of the Returnees during the charter flight. The use
of physical force or restraints was not required at any time.

| Results:

 

The return operation could be monitored without restrictions. The well organised return operation
was carried out ina humane manner and with full respect for human dignity and fundamental rights.

Alllisted returnees were effectively returned to FRYOM and Serbia.
I Recommendations:
none

Pierre

Preparation:

 

On 27.11.2017 „Verein Menschenrechte Österreich“ as national monitoring body was informed by
the ABT team, that Frontex has select (ED ; forced return monitor for JRO to FRYOM
and Serbia organized by Germany on 12.12.2017 according to the offer made on 20.11.2017. On
30.11.2017 the Federal Police informed „Verein Menschenrechte Österreich“ about the flight
schedule and the Escort Leader.
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                      The Implementation Plan with Annex | (Operational Overview) and Annex Il (Contact List) was made
available: Unaccompanied minors were not allowed on board. Authorised restraints were hand cuffs
(steel, velcro, plastic, textile), body cuffs and helmets as head protection, but no spit mask.

Afterwards the arrangements for the arrival and departure were discussed in direct contact
between Federal Police/EL and Monitor. Flight and hotel bookings were made by OMS Germany.

Participants:

Other participants in the flight then returnees or escorts were:

I

  
 

Medic)
Paramedic)
Interpreter)

 
 

Extent of the monitoring process:
\

(

Pre-Return Phase:

| The pre-return phase was not covered by this monitoring.

Pre-Departure Phase: .
The operational briefing of escorts and other participants started at 06:30.

The EL informed about the passengers’ list, seating plan, embarkation and in-flight procedures,
movements on board, access to toilets, etc. and the security, including the use of coercive measures.

The security check was conducted directly after the arrival of each returnee. The baggage of the
returnees from Hessen was subject to a more detailed security check, all the things were put out of
the luggage and thoroughly checked. This is due to the fact that, previously, money and personal
documents, which were not presented to authorities but hidden from them, have been found in
returnees’ luggage. Due to fact that returnees are obligated to pay the costs of the forced return
the authority of Hessen Foreign Police handed the returnees the bill for the cost of forced return,
and proceeded to seize the money from the returnees. This led to discontent and agitation among
some of the returnees.

Baggage that was transported in the hold of the aircraft, was properly labelled with the names of
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                      | personal belongings and valuables were put into the baggage. The returnees were informed that |
personal items and luggage will be handed back after arrival in their home countries.

Returnee tried to convince the authority that his family cannot be return by force, as they
applied for voluntary return. After some discussion it could be cleared that there was no voluntary
return procedure so far, but only a date for a voluntary return counselling in a few days. and
his wife were very upset about the fact they had to leave the country. Both argued with the
authorities very loudly but calmed down after additional explanations by the authorities. was
separated from his wife and 3 children, all were separated from other returnees, staying at two
different cells. _... was very upset and shouted during pick up from their flat, | 'tas considered
| a Salafist and under observation during his stay in Germany. Two female escorts took care of
and 3 children. Since and :almed down they were brought to other returnees at 09:39 and
stayed with them until boarding. It was found that child | has additionally to a Laissez Passer
from the Serbian consulate also a German Passport. It was found that the German Passport was not
valid, it was issued after the birth of the child under the false presumption that the father is a
German citizen. Court decision was presented, proving, that the child is not a German citizen.
was brought to the airport; during the waiting time his lawyer informed the authorities ofthe court’s
decision that his forced return is not allowed. He was released and free to leave the airport.

The returnees were properly clothed.

Medical staff was available in the waiting area at the airport before the departure of the JRO as well
as on board of the flights. was accompanied by a medic to the airport, he gave all the
information to the medic on site. was given two pills, to take them after lunch. complained
that he was not feeling well. Blood pressure was measured, since it was very high, he took the
offered spray and pills. Blood pressure was measured after 10 minutes again and it was concluded
that he was fit to fly.

While waiting at the terminal the returnees were adequately supplied with food and drinks. There
was a possibility for everyone to visit the toilet. There was no possibility to smoke, since the waiting
area was at the airport gate. A mobile phone was made available by the authority, and returnees
could use it on request.

In-Flight Phase Frankfurt-Skopje, arrival Skopje: .

The aircraft was boarded directly from the gate/ airport building. Boarding was completed without
any incident.

The flight Frankfurt - Skopje went smoothly and without any special incidents. The catering by the
airline was sufficient, returnees and escorts were provided with the same catering. There was the
possibility to visit the toilet. The atmosphere was quiet considering the purpose and the number of
persons involved.

After arriving in Skopje, allthe returnees to FRYOM were taken over by representatives of the local
authorities.

In-Flight Phase Skopje - Beograd, arrival in Beograd: .

The flight Skopje - Beograd went smoothly and without any special incidents. The catering by the
airline was sufficient, returnees and escorts were provided with the same catering. There was the
possibility to visit the toilet. After arriving in Beograd, the returnees to Serbia were taken over by
| representatives of the local authorities.
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                      Debriefing and Reporting:
The debriefing of Escort leader and Monitor was held during waiting at the airport in Beograd.

The whole return operation was quiet and professional. No injuries or material damage were
| mentioned by the accompanying officers.
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